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The Divided States of America
In February 2016 I preached three sermons mostly based on
Daniel chapter eight in which I predicted that Donald J.
Trump would be elected President for two terms and that he
would be the last President of the United States. I also predicted the break-up of the United States of America into
four separate and weaker nations. I have spoken this message in churches and at major conferences and lectures
around the country (all glory to God). Most of this prediction is based on Daniel chapter eight given to me in February 2016, nine months before President Trump was elected.
I want to focus here on how and why I believe the U.S.A
will be divided up into four separate countries by 2024-25
based on Daniel 8:8 and 22. (I
am not predicting the day of
the 2nd Coming). Please read all
of Daniel eight. I believe the
revelation of the breaking apart
of our union is manifesting as a
revolution before our eyes as I
write.
We are not in the beginning
stages of a revolution, we are
in the middle stages of a revolution. Revolution is manifesting, from the entrenchment of the “Deep
State” to the attempted “soft coups” by the
left, such as the Russia collusion charges, the
Mueller investigation, the unlawful FISA court applications
and warrants, and the failed attempt to impeach President
Trump by the Democrat controlled Congress. The Deep
State also includes the media and much of Corporate America, especially Silicon Valley. I have never witnessed a
time in my 54 years where people who profess tolerance
and “Co-Existence” only tolerate others like them. As a
“Deplorable, Pro-Life, Bible toting, 1st and 2nd Amendment supporting, Walmart shopping, Jesus Freak” I
know firsthand how hostile those on the left can be because
I am about the only conservative in my extended family and
I am not well tolerated. You must understand that I was a
Democrat and a University of Vermont graduate in the 80’s.
I was the political reporter for the UVM newspaper from
86’-88’; I knew Communist Mayor Bernie Sanders fairly
well. Even back then many of his followers were anarchists. Read on and I will explain why I believe the U.S. is
breaking apart.

Rulers are Anointed of God
In 1 Samuel 24 -26, King David refers to King Saul as “The
Lord’s anointed”; even though Saul had fallen into apostasy
and gross rebellion toward God David feared God and
would not even speak against Saul let alone lay a hand on
him. King Cyrus was God’s anointed as well; he was a Gentile who did not even know God according to Isaiah 45. The
ultimate anointed one is the Messiah Yeshua, but throughout
the ages, God has raised up many deliverers who had the
title of messiah. The Hebrew word maschiach translates to
"anointed one", which means messiah, as in a messiah or
deliverer. If these flawed and powerful political figures from
Biblical times could be the Lord's
anointed then why is it so hard to
believe that Donald Trump could
also be the Lord’s anointed? Barak
Obama was the Lord's anointed,
and all presidents before him were
also anointed by God, as are all rulers of nations. United States presidents wield great power to rule
and effect great change on the
world stage like a king, and are
the primary authority over a great
military. The Bible says, “Do
not touch My anointed ones,
and do My prophets no harm.” Psalm 105:15.
God has dealt with me about my own mouth regarding previous presidents starting with Bill Clinton. In Judaism we
have an expression, “Lashon Harah”, meaning the evil
tongue. Both the Old and New Testaments command us to
bless and not curse, to speak life and not death over people.
Yet there is a movement growing in this country to overthrow the government, to overthrow the President, to overthrow the police and Federal agencies like ICE, and to erase
history by tearing down statues, changing names of military
bases, schools, and all kinds of facilities having anything to
do with members of the Confederacy; from abolitionists, to
Columbus, U.S. Grant, Teddy Roosevelt, Lincoln and even
George Washington they want the names changed and statues destroyed. Their effort to overthrow the President of the
United States and to erase ALL American history is reminiscent of the Chinese Cultural Revolution, The Bolshevik
Revolution, and the Nazis. Each of these attempted to completely erase the prior history of their nation. The Iranian
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Revolution of 1979 was no different nor was the ISIS Caliphate. By the way, the next target is “white” Jesus, Mary and
stained glass windows in churches depicting such.... Get
ready!
The process of overthrowing the U.S. government began
well before Donald Trump was in office, he just got in their
way; thus began phony FISA court warrants, and fake charges of “Russian collusion” in the 2016 Presidential election.
Still, the anarchists couldn’t make those charges stick with
the failed “Mueller investigation” and the failed
“impeachment trial” of the President. So now the “peaceful,
tolerant" masses are now in the streets destroying a city near
you! Sadly, the shameful murder of George Floyd, by a
man who did not deserve to wear a badge, was just an excuse
to spark the new anarchy. By night the brick throwing, store
burning, looting bandits own the streets and most cities let
them. Now we even have a so-called new country in the
heart of downtown Seattle called “CHOP” (Capitol Hill Organized Protest). This little "experiment" that some consider
a joke is no joke at all, but rather the start of
something uglier and more deadly. More sophisticated territorial takeovers by anarchists are sure
to come culminating in 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
Every revolution begins as an idea, a seed, like
“CHOP” and is followed by action. Last night
they even had the nerve to attempt to establish a
second “CHOP” in Washington D.C., which so
far has failed. Crime is up, murder is way up,
and statues are falling, but it’s all in Democrat led cities
along the Atlantic and on the West Coast (so far) and not in
the South or in the heartland. The anarchists are attempting
to rewrite history, (look up the “1619 Project”) just like every other successful communist/fascist revolution. They are
going after the youth. Do you know what your college kids
are doing at night?
Hearing from God:
As an ordained Messianic Jewish Rabbi and a follower of
the Messiah, I believe that I hear from God (Joel 2:28, Acts
2:17). One way God speaks to me is through His Word. In
2015 virtually every time I opened a Bible it would open to
Daniel chapter eight. I read and read it for a year, praying to
the Lord for understanding until finally one day it came:
The key to Daniel eight is to take the angel Gabriel seriously
when he interprets the vision to Daniel, and to understand
that it is an end time prophecy unfolding before our very
eyes.
Of Beasts, Horns and Nations:
Prophetically a beast represents a nation, a kingdom or an
empire. Horns on a beast represent it’s power (militarily and
politically), its ruler, and its government. Part of Daniel’s
vision is that a powerful military nation from the West, represented by a goat, flies over the whole earth "without touching the ground" and strikes a two-horned ram, representing
Medo-Persia (modern Iran), destroying its military and its
government using conventional weapons. Why conventional
weapons? The answer is because we know that Iran must
later join in the battle of Gog and Magog as prophesied in

Ezekiel 38 & 39. This battle has not happened yet, so Iran
must somehow survive the powerful attack launched from a
western "Greek-like" nation. Incidentally, Israel is not western, it is middle-eastern. Additionally, Iran cannot be allowed
to bomb Israel with nuclear weapons, to do so would be to
turn tiny Israel into an uninhabitable wasteland. God cannot
allow this to happen because He says in His word, “Thus says
the Lord, who gives the sun for light by day and the fixed
order of the moon and the stars by night, who stirs up the sea
so that its waves roar; The Lord of hosts is His name: If this
fixed order departs from before Me, declares Adonai, then
the offspring of Israel also shall cease from being a nation
before me forever. Thus says the Lord, if the heavens above
can be measured and the foundations of the earth searched
out below, then I will also cast off all the offspring of Israel,” Jeremiah 31:35-37. In Jeremiah 30:10-12 God declares
that He will destroy all nations completely, EXCEPT Israel.
Therefore if God is truly God then He must protect His word
and stop Iran very soon! But who will do this?
Many interpret Daniel eight to be only
about Alexander the Great, moving his army rapidly through the middle east to Persia where he defeated Darius III, the sole
king of Medo-Persia; he fled from Alexander only to be killed by his own men at a
place known as ISIS. Alexander took control of the territory ranging from Egypt to
India and set up headquarters in Bagdad.
Nevertheless this is only a partial fulfillment because first of all, v.20 says the ram of Medo-Persia has
two horns (representing two kings); however, Medo-Persia in
the time of Alexander only had one king, Darius. Secondly,
the vision says the goat advances over the land "without
touching the ground" and we know in Alexander's campaign
against Persia, It was swift but fully ground based. Thirdly,
the angel Gabriel specifically says twice that the vision pertains to “the time of the end”; we know that while Alexander
was a game changer for the world, he was not a part of the
"end times". Therefore, we are seeing the duel fulfillment of
prophecy here. I wish to focus, as did Gabriel, on the end time
fulfillment of this prophecy. If not Alexander, then who will
destroy Iran’s nuclear weapons factories, their military, and
their government? Time is short folks and Iran must be
stopped very soon. Only Donald Trump has the gumption to
stop Iran and only Donald Trump has said he will do it!
After almost a year of studying and praying about Daniel
eight, it became clear to me that only one country in the west
had the power in these last days to destroy Iran’s nuclear
weapons facilities, some hidden under mountains. Since Israel
is not “western,” it had to be the U.S.A. Only our military is
capable of reaching Iran by air with overwhelming force. The
U.S. is the only western nation engaging Iran in military skirmishes of late (they rocketed a U.S. base just this year). Only
the U.S.A has a twelve ton “bunker buster” bomb that drills
250 feet into solid rock or ground before discharging a massive explosion. And only Donald J. Trump has the power in
the west and the gumption to tangle with Iran. Almost every
other U.S. President going back to Jimmy Carter saw an attack
by Iran, but did nothing about it. Not even President Reagan
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when the Iranians blew up a Marine barracks in Lebanon,
killing over 200 U.S. Marines back in 1982. Obama gave the
Iranians over 152 billion dollars for their promise not to
build a nuclear weapon, Lol. Nine months before the 2016
election I realized that the new President would have to deal
with Iran’s nukes or the U.S.A could even be attacked with
them.
Unlike his predecessors, President Trump has taken military
action and diplomatic action against Iran. First he broke
President Obama’s nuclear treaty with Iran and imposed stiff
sanctions on the Iranians. Then, this past winter when the
Iranians, led by their highest general (Qassem Soleimani)
committed an act of war by attacking and bombing the U.S.
embassy in Bagdhad, Trump directed the military to blow up
Soleimani. I believe Trump is the goat and Soleimani was
the smaller horn of the two horned ram, and the Ayatollah is
the large horn of the two horned ram who is Iran.
Here are some things President Trump has said about Iran
during his presidency: In May of 2019, Trump said, “If Iran
wants to fight, that will be the official end of Iran… Never
threaten the United States again” (BBC News, May 20
2019. He also said, “As long as I am President of the United States, Iran will never be allowed to have a nuclear
weapon” (source: the White House). As for the flying goat
who doesn’t touch the ground when attacking Iran, vs. 5,
Trump is quoted as saying, “U.S. President Donald Trump
said on Wednesday that he was “not talking boots on the
ground” should he take military action against Iran,
(Reuters, June 26, 2019). The Air Force Times will tell you
what fighters and bombers we have based within range of
Iran. There are quite a few aircraft as well as ships and likely
submarines.
The Divided States of America:
If the prophecy of Daniel eight is an end-time prophecy as
the angel Gabriel says twice, both in v. 17 and 19, and if
Donald Trump and the U.S. military are “The Goat from the
West” v. 5, then we see the break-up of the United States
immediately after the U.S. military is provoked into attacking and destroying Iran’s nuclear capability: Immediately
after Iran is attacked by the goat we read, “Then the male
goat magnified himself exceedingly. But at soon as he was
mighty, the large horn was broken; and in its place there
came up four conspicuous horns toward the four winds of
heaven.” Dan 8:8 I thought to myself of all the Presidential
candidates still in the 2016 race nine months before the election, the goat had to be Donald Trump as his words about
war with Iran make clear. The goat had to be a male, so Hillary never could have won. Rubio, Huckabee, and Cruz
would never magnify themselves exceedingly. Bernie Sanders and Rand Paul would never attack in the first place; I
knew it had to be Donald J. Trump! But to further clarify that
it is the U.S. that is divided into four weaker nations by the
end of President Trump’s second term, we read the interpretation of the chapter by the Angel Gabriel: “The broken
horn and the four horns that arose in its place represent
four kingdoms which will arise from his nation although
not with his power. In the latter period of their rule, when
the transgressors (the lawless ones, Antifa, BLM, the revo-

lutionaries (see Mt 24:12) have run their course, a king
will arise insolent and skilled in intrigue (he is AntiChrist, we will discuss him another time). Meanwhile
the horn of the Goat is broken, meaning President
Trump, and all his power and the beloved U.S.A. we
know will be divided into four parts. The lawlessness
that we are seeing in the streets today will grow into
outright rebellion and the back offices of Deep State
power will ultimately prevail. When Aliyah (return to
Israel) is complete, things in America will never be the
same again.
God said it:
I believed it and I preached it. I have given this word in
my pulpit, in many churches, and at major conferences
with Jonathan Bernis, Jonathan Cahn and Sid Roth. I have
proclaimed that President Trump would destroy ISIS
(which he did). I said that the economy would boom after
Trump was elected. Obama had declared GDP of 2-2.5
would be the “new normal”. Under Trump we witnessed
three consecutive quarters of GDP at 3 or above. Economic growth in the U.S under Trump has been unprecedented. Before the Wuhan Chinese Corona Virus we saw
the lowest Hispanic unemployment figures since 1969
and for women since the 1970’s. According to a CNBC
article dated October 4, 2019, “The jobless rate for Hispanics hit a record low of 3.9% in September, while African Americans maintained its lowest rate ever, 5.5%.
The unemployment rate for Asian Americans was 2.5%
in September (2019). The jobless rate for adult women
came in at 3.1%”. Black home ownership was up 43%!
President Trump lowered taxes (I know he lowered my
middle-class taxes for a fact!). I could go on, but all God
really said to me was that Trump’s economy would boom.
I tell you we are in for more explosive economic growth
under Trump. God told me that He will be re-elected and
rule for seven years just as Alexander ruled Persia for
seven years. Why not eight years? I do not know, but
verse eight says his horn will be broken after he defeats
the Iranians.
God showed me that Trump would be very close with
Israel. Trump moved the embassy to Jerusalem from TelAviv; this was something every President since Clinton
said they would do, but did not. In fact the Israelis have
named two places after President Trump! God showed me
that President Trump would defeat Islamic terrorism.
Funny how you don’t see much of it anymore on the news
like we did during the previous administration? God
showed me eighteen years ago that the Jewish people, the
Messianic Jews, and many Christians would flee America
and move to Israel (we Jews call this “making Aliyah”). I
believe and have preached that God said Aliyah would
happen here like it has in France in the last ten years and
that it would happen during President Trump’s second
term. In an article I wrote back in 2002 called “The Second Exodus” I said, “Jewish people can be found in the
smallest towns, in the most remote places; however, we
tend to gravitate toward large cities. The majority of
Jewish people in America live in urban areas such as
NYC, Boston, Miami, Baltimore, Chicago and Los An-
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geles. In the article I spoke of how the Jewish people and many other peoples would flee the cities, “It only makes
sense that when distress comes upon the cities, God will drive the Jewish people into the wilderness (i.e. the country).” I didn’t know what kind of distress would cause people to flee the cities at that time, but just a few days ago the
rabbi who performed mine and Dawn’s wedding ceremony (and his wife) sold their home in Baltimore in two days on
the market and bought a home in South Carolina, sight unseen. They are moving now. About the same time I spoke with
my own local realtor who told me that people were leaving the cities because of the riots, burning of stores, violence and
looting happening in cities across the country since the tragic murder of George Floyd. People are scared of the mobs.
Even my black friend, Patrick, told me a couple weeks ago that some of his friends and family in Atlanta, who had just
gone back to work after Covid-19, were now out of work again. Patrick was frustrated. Even black store owners have
lost their businesses due to the violent mobs at night. On June 3, 2020, NBC reported that retired St. Louis Police Captain, 77 year old David Dorn, (a black man) was killed by young black men as he was attempting to defend his friend’s
pawn shop from robbery and looting. Nobody marched or protested for Captain Dorn. Last weekend about a dozen people were shot in Chicago, mostly black on black shootings. Even a three year old girl died! Where is Black Lives Matter
for them? Where is Rev Al Sharpton for them? This is not about racial justice. Race is just an excuse to take power.
Conclusion:
I am willing to reason with anybody who can be civil; there are some folks on the left who are civil but you must know
that the bottom line of Karl Marx’ and Friedrich Engel’s “Communist Manifesto” was “The Violent takeover of the Capitalist system”. Do you ever see Antifa protesters wearing American flags? At a Trump rally in Tulsa the other night, one
could clearly make out the Trump supporters from the masked, hooded Antifa and BLM protesters. Where are the counter protests? Why is President Trump the only one speaking out save a few Fox News hosts? Republican politicians who
haven’t bowed to BLM or Antifa are silently hoping it will just go away, but it won’t go away. This time its different.
This is a REAL revolution. Silence is complicity. When will there be a “March for America” or for the Constitution or
the flag? I see a lot of youth out there at night on TV smashing windows, throwing bricks, lighting fires, and looting.
They are even using American flags to burn statues of George Washington!
Why did I see only one group of patriots guarding a Target store in their neighborhood? Where are the Trump supporters? It’s not that I want a civil war in the U.S.A., but I don’t want to just give it away either. Friend, I am fighting cancer
and I am doing what I am called to do, being a watchman on the walls, Isaiah 62. What are you doing? And what is your
plan for when Trump isn’t here to save you? You don’t hear Mike Pence loudly condemning the riots. Friends, we had
better start praying for guidance and then pray some more. Now let me encourage you with hope. Several years ago I
heard a voice speak to me, not a person, just a voice and the voice said: “America’s finest hour is yet to come!” Saturday night at the end of his speech, Donald Trump said, “America’s best days are ahead of us!” Mark my words, America will be divided into four nations (according to Daniel eight), but her finest hour is still to come. Lift up your head and
fight the devil! Don’t take my word for it, pray and ask whether I speak truth.
Love, Rabbi Joe and Dawn
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